
possible for a shareholder to settle an outstanding loan from 
the company or lend monies back to the company, but it is 
important that there is a flow of cash both to the shareholder 
and then back to the company. If a POS is invalid in law, 
it may be possible in limited circumstances to rectify the 
position, otherwise it will be necessary to establish what in 
law has happened, and the tax will follow that; usually, the 
shareholder still owns the shares and the monies received are 
a loan.

Tax treatment
A POS is strictly both a distribution and a capital gains 
tax (CGT) disposal of shares for the shareholder. Double 
taxation is prevented by TCGA 1992 s 37, under which 
proceeds that are otherwise subject to income tax are not 
taken into account as consideration for CGT purposes. 
Therefore, a share buyback would generally only be within 
CGT, for which entrepreneurs’ relief (ER) may apply, to the 
extent that it is not considered a distribution.

CTA 2010 ss 1033–1043 set out the conditions under 
which a POS is not a distribution (and therefore CGT 
treatment will apply). The principle conditions include:

zz The company must be an unquoted trading company (or 
unquoted holding company of a trading group).

zz The buyback must be wholly or mainly for the benefit of a 
trade carried on by the company or any of its 75% 
subsidiaries.

zz The repurchase must not involve a scheme or 
arrangement the intention of which is to avoid tax or 
participate in profits without receiving a dividend.

zz The vendor must be UK resident in the tax year when the 
buyback takes place, i.e. within CGT.

zz The shares must have been owned for at least five years. 
zz The shareholdings of the vendor and their associates must 

be reduced by at least 75%, by reference to their nominal 
value and their right to distribution.

zz The vendor must not be connected with the company 
after the buyback; i.e. they must not retain more than a 
30% interest in the ordinary shares, loan capital and 
shares or voting power.
Alternatively, a POS will also not be a distribution if the 

proceeds of the buyback are to be substantially used to settle 
an inheritance tax liability – in which case the only condition 
is for the company to be an unquoted trading company or 
unquoted holding company of a trading group.

One should not overlook the stamp duty consequences 
of a POS under CA 2006 s 690. Stamp duty will be payable 
at 0.5% on the consideration shown on the return to 
Companies House. It is the return which is the stampable 
document.

Clearances and administration: Advance statutory 
clearance is available under CTA 2010 s 1044 to confirm that 
the buyback would not constitute a distribution.

Within 60 days of completion, it is necessary for the 
company to make a return to HMRC giving details of the 
payment and the reasons why s 1033 is regarded as applying 
to the POS. 

Potential issues preventing CGT treatment: Some of the 
more common issues for share buybacks include:

zz insufficient reserves, which means the transaction itself 
may be void;

zz shares have not been held for five years;
zz remaining shareholders include other family members, 

and there has not been a substantial reduction in the 
shareholding when taking them into account; and

zz shareholder has substantial loans to the company, which if 
unpaid means that the shareholder remains connected 
with the company.

The FA 2016 changes to the rules on company 
distributions, together with the increased tax on 

dividends, significantly increased the tax cost of withdrawing 
funds from close companies. However, owners still wish 
to withdraw profits or need to reorganise the ownership 
structure of their businesses. In this article, we consider some 
of the common corporate reorganisations and demergers that 
companies may undertake, and the key risks and issues with 
each type of transaction. 

Purchase of own shares (or share buyback)
Prior to the Companies Act 2006, companies could only buy 
back their shares if this was specifically authorised in their 
articles. They can now do so unless their articles prohibit or 
restrict this. A purchase of own shares (POS) is commonly 
used when a shareholder wants to sell shares but other 
shareholders are unwilling or unable to buy them.

Legal requirements
Before the tax position is considered, it is important that 
the POS is lawful under CA 2006. For example, to be a valid 
distribution the company must have sufficient reserves to 
make the payment. In this respect, company law requires that 
to be valid the POS must be wholly for cash consideration, 
and HMRC will challenge cases that are not. It may be 
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Single contract with multiple completions
Where a company has insufficient cash to buy back its shares 
in a single transaction, this can be structured as a single 
contract with multiple completions. 

There has recently been some concern that HMRC does 
not like a POS structured as a single contract with multiple 
completions, and that has certainly appeared to be the case, 
given various publicised challenges, particularly regarding ER. 
Nevertheless, HMRC has very recently confirmed its view that 
such transactions are eligible for exemption as distributions 
under s 1033, and that each instalment should generally 
continue to be eligible for ER, subject to the control test being 
satisfied. 

The control test could potentially be breached if the shares 
retained prior to subsequent completions consist of more than 
30% of the company’s shares. This is because those shares will 
legally carry more than 30% of the votes, meaning the control 
test is failed, unless voting power is removed from those shares 
as part of the buyback.

 It is important to appreciate that the above conditions must 
be met when the contract becomes unconditional (usually 
on exchange). It may therefore be necessary to remove voting 
rights from the retained shares, through reclassification as 
a non-voting class, so that the shareholder does not breach 
the 30% control test immediately after exchange. HMRC’s 
clearance team may seek to confirm this.

That all being said, in practice such transactions do carry 
the risk that the company may have insufficient cash or 
reserves to complete the purchase of the deferred buybacks. 
Furthermore, the company will have a reporting requirement 
following each completion date, increasing the administration 
burden. For these reasons, together with the fear of HMRC 
challenge, new company management buy outs (NewCo 
MBOs)(see below) are often preferred to multiple completions. 

NewCo MBOs
NewCo MBOs are an alternative option for structuring a 
shareholder exit, and due to their flexibility can be used when a 
POS would either be void or subject to income tax.  
Steps: For example:
1. The remaining shareholders form a new company 

(NewCo).
2. NewCo acquires all the shares of the company (OldCo). As 

consideration: 
a. the remaining shareholders receive shares in NewCo; 

and
b. the exiting shareholders receive cash, temporarily left 

outstanding.
3. OldCo pays a dividend to NewCo, which will be exempt 

from corporation tax.
4. NewCo uses the dividend to fund the full or partial 

payment of outstanding consideration to the exiting 
shareholders.

5. To the extent that any proceeds are left outstanding, these 
can be settled from future profits distributed to NewCo. 

Tax treatment
For the exiting shareholders, there has been an actual CGT 
disposal of their shares for which ER may apply. There would 
need to be a counteraction notice under the transactions in 
securities (TIS) anti-avoidance provisions for income tax to 
apply, which should not be the case for a normal shareholder 
exit.

For the remaining shareholders, TCGA 1992 s 135 should 
apply to the share exchange, meaning that the NewCo shares 
stand in the shoes of their OldCo shares under TCGA 1992 
s 127. For ER purposes the ownership period will continue, so 

a disposal within two years should qualify for ER if OldCo was 
the shareholder’s personal company before the share exchange 
and NewCo was after the exchange.

Stamp duty will be payable at 0.5% on the value of the 
consideration given for the shares in OldCo; i.e. the value 
of the NewCo shares issued as consideration. It is proposed 
that from the date of royal assent to the Finance Bill 2020, the 
stamp duty will be payable on the market value of the OldCo 
shares acquired, if greater.

Practical points: 
zz NewCo could alternatively settle outstanding proceeds 

by obtaining additional finance from the remaining 
shareholders, a bank or other third party.

zz Exiting shareholders may remain as directors of the 
company. It is common for them to remain as at least 
non-executive directors so as to continue guiding the 
management team and to keep an eye on the company 
whilst the deferred proceeds remain outstanding.

zz The deferred proceeds are often left as a simple debt with a 
repayment schedule; nothing prevents this being formalised 
by a charge over assets or even loan notes.
Clearances: The company shareholders can request 

clearances under:
zz ITA 2007 s 701: for the exiting shareholder, to confirm that 

HMRC would not issue a TIS counteraction notice.
zz TCGA 1993 s 138: for the remaining shareholders, to 

confirm that s 135 will not be prevented from applying by 
virtue of the anti-avoidance provisions in s 137.
HMRC would not usually object to a straightforward 

full exit by a shareholder but, where the intention is to retain 
shares, additional explanation of the commercial basis for the 
transaction may be required.

Demergers 
There are three main methods for the tax-efficient demerger of 
a company or group:

zz statutory demerger;
zz s 110 liquidation demerger; and
zz capital reduction demerger.

Statutory demergers 
Statutory demergers are transactions that would ordinarily be 
considered a distribution to the shareholders, but by virtue of 
CTA 2010 ss 1076 and 1077 they are treated as exempt, and 
therefore there is no shareholder taxation.

Statutory demergers can only be used to separate two 
trading activities, so cannot be used for investment activities. 
They are also subject to a clawback of the exemption if the 
shareholder receives a ‘chargeable payment’ from the company 
within five years of the demerger. Note that a sale of either 
demerged company would not be considered a ‘chargeable 
payment’.

Where a statutory demerger is available, it is usually 
the chosen option due to its simplicity and lower fees to 
implement. 

There are in fact two types of statutory demerger – ‘direct’ 
and ‘indirect’. Although the demerger may be tax neutral for 
the shareholder, there could be corporation tax on the disposal 
of assets by the company, and the availability of reliefs usually 
governs which method is used.

Direct statutory demerger
A direct statutory demerger is in law simply a distribution 
in specie to the shareholders of the assets comprising the 
trading activity, or shares in the subsidiary carrying out 
those activities.
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Tax treatment: If the conditions of CTA 2010 s 1076 apply, 
the distribution in specie of the assets to the shareholders is 
simply an exempt distribution and no income tax will be due 
thereon. 

The company will have made a chargeable disposal 
of its assets for the purposes of capital gains, corporate 
intangibles, capital allowances, etc. As a consequence, direct 
demergers were rare for many years until the introduction 
of the substantial shareholdings exemption, which means 
that distributing shares in a trading subsidiary may now be 
exempt.

In the absence of any consideration for the transfer, there 
will be no stamp duty on a transfer of shares. Similarly, 
there will be no stamp duty land tax (SDLT), land and 
buildings transaction tax (LBTT) or land transaction 
tax (LTT) on transfers of land unless the shareholder 
is a connected company and the deemed market value 
provisions are not restricted by FA 2003 s 54. 

Indirect statutory demerger
An indirect statutory demerger involves the distribution in 
specie of assets constituting an activity to a NewCo at the 
direction of the shareholders, in consideration for which 
NewCo issues shares to the shareholders.

Tax treatment: The transaction qualifies as a scheme 
of reconstruction within TCGA 1992 Sch 5AA. A scheme 
of reconstruction principally involves the transfer of an 
‘undertaking’ from a company (the transferor company) 
to another company (the transferee company), in 
consideration for which the transferee company issues 
shares to the shareholders of the transferor company. 
HMRC accepts that a single investment property is 
sufficient to constitute an undertaking for this purpose.

For the shareholders, providing CTA 2009 s 1077 applies, 
the distribution in specie will be an exempt distribution and 
no income tax will be due thereon. 

For the transferor company, there will be a disposal of 
assets, but various reliefs should minimise the corporation 
tax arising thereon, including: 

zz capital assets are transferred at nil gain/nil loss under 
TCGA 1992 s 139;

zz corporate intangibles are transferred on a tax neutral 
basis under CTA 2009 s 818; and

zz capital allowances may be transferred at tax written 
down value if a joint election is made under CAA 2001 s 
266.
For the transferee company, stamp taxes may arise on its 

acquisition of shares or property, but again reliefs may be 
available providing shareholdings of the demerged company 
mirror the pre-transaction shareholding. Relief may be due 
under:

zz FA 1986 s 75: Reconstruction relief for stamp duty; and
zz FA 2003 Sch 7 para 7 for SDLT.

Points to watch: For ss 1076 or 1077 to apply to 
exempt the distribution to shareholders, care must be 
taken to ensure all the necessary conditions are met in 
implementation. For example, although nothing prevents 
assets being transferred to an existing company by an 
indirect statutory demerger, a larger pre-existing share 
capital could mean that the consideration shares issued by 
the company do not constitute ‘the whole or substantially 
the whole’ of its share capital, leading to a denial of s 1077.

Section 110 liquidation demerger
During a liquidation demerger, the liquidator uses his 
discretion under Insolvency Act 1986 s 110 to transfer 
assets to two or more new companies, in consideration for 

shares being issued to the shareholders. In advance of the 
demerger, there may be a number of other transactions to 
create the necessary group structure and to place the assets 
in the right place for the demerger. 

Steps: For example, a simple step plan for a singleton 
company (OldCo) looking to demerge two activities (activity 1 
and activity 2) may consist of the following:
1. Interpose a new holding company (HoldCo) above OldCo 

by way of a share for share exchange with the shareholders.
2. Transfer the assets comprising activity 2 to HoldCo by way 

of a distribution in specie. 
3. Wind up HoldCo, during which the liquidator:

a. transfers the shares in OldCo (which still holds activity 
1) to a new company (NewCo 1) which issues shares to 
the shareholders in consideration; and

b. transfers the assets of activity 2 to a new company 
(NewCo 2) which issues shares to the shareholders in 
consideration.

When are they used? Liquidation demergers were 
long seen as the only method of demerger available when a 
statutory demerger was not possible; for example, when they 
involved an investment activity. 

More recently, capital reduction demergers (CRDs) 
(see below) have become the more popular alternative, but 
liquidation demergers do still have their place when CRDs are 
impractical. For example, PLCs carrying out capital reductions 
require court consent and therefore CRDs may not be cost 
effective for PLCs. Also, independent directors with no shares 
may be unwilling to sign the solvency statement required for a 
CRD, as they would be taking on personal risk with no benefit. 

Tax treatment
The demerger itself constitutes a scheme of reconstruction 
for which corporation tax reliefs previously identified above 
should apply. It is usually possible to structure the pre-
demerger transactions to be neutral for direct tax purposes, 
although it is important to consider the various de-grouping 
provisions in the light of the subsequent demerger.

For the shareholder, TCGA 1992 s 136 should apply, 
such that there is generally no CGT on the liquidation and 
the shares in NewCo 1 and NewCo 2 stand in the shoes of 
the shares in HoldCo, themselves standing in the shoes of 
the shares in OldCo under TCGA 1992 s 135 (on the step 1 
exchange of shares). 

Again, stamp taxes (stamp duty, SDLT, LBTT and LTT) 
should not apply to the demerger itself, providing the post-
demerger shareholdings mirror the original shareholdings. 
However, stamp taxes may apply to the prior transfer of 
shares and property between companies if shareholdings are 
not mirrored post-demerger (e.g. where different groups of 
shareholders take Activity 1 to those taking Activity 2), unless 
those assets are transferred as distributions in specie.

For VAT purposes, the transactions should qualify as a 
transfer of a going concern. Where properties are transferred 
for which an option to tax has been made, the purchaser 
should opt to tax it before transfer.

Clearances and administration: The company can request 
statutory clearances under the following legislation:

zz ITA 2007 s 701: for the shareholders, to confirm HMRC 
would not issue a TIS counteraction notice.

zz TCGA 1992 s 139(5): for the company in liquidation, to 
confirm nil gain/nil loss provisions in s 139 will not be 
denied for the transfer of capital gains assets.

zz CTA 2009 s 832: for the company in liquidation, to confirm 
the tax neutral transfer provisions in s 818 will not be 
denied for assets within the corporate intangibles regime. 
(Note, to grant this clearance, HMRC requires additional 
details specifically in respect of the intangible assets 
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transferred and, as this is dealt with by a separate team, 
clearances are likely to take close to the maximum 30 days.)

zz TCGA 1992 s 138: for the shareholders, to confirm that  
s 135 and s 136 will not be prevented from applying by 
virtue of the anti-avoidance provisions in s 137.

zz CTA 2010 s 748: for any corporate shareholders transferring 
shares as part of the transaction, to confirm HMRC would 
not issue a TIS counteraction notice.
Stamp duty relief needs to be claimed post-transaction 

by way of adjudication. SDLT relief is claimed on a land 
transaction return due 14 days after the effective date of the 
transfer.

Capital reduction demergers
A capital reduction is a company secretarial process under the 
Companies Act 2006 that enables a company to cancel some of 
its share capital; i.e. its nominal share capital, share premium 
account or capital redemption reserve.

It requires a shareholder special resolution (75% of votes) 
and the directors must sign a solvency statement confirming 
that it is reasonable to conclude that the company would 
continue to be able to pay its debts for 12 months having 
reduced its share capital.

The funds released by the capital reduction can either be 
distributed directly to the shareholders or credited to reserves. 
For tax purposes, whether funds received by the shareholder 
are capital or income in nature will largely depend on the 
accounting treatment and how the payment has been reflected 
in the company’s books.

Although CRDs are considered by many to be a recent 
development, they do in fact have an extensive history. Even 
before Companies Act 2006 was amended to enable unquoted 
companies to carry out capital reductions without application 
to the courts, they were used by a number of large listed 
companies. CRDs started to appear as a serious alternative 
to liquidation demergers about five years ago, and their 
popularity has increased exponentially as knowledge of them 
has spread amongst professional advisers.

CRDs essentially consist of a tripartite agreement by which 
a company cancels some of its shares by way of a capital 
reduction, in consideration for which it transfers assets to a 
new company. The new company then issues shares to the 
shareholders whose shares in the first company are cancelled. 
In almost all cases, however, pre-demerger transactions are 
required to create the necessary capital to cancel and to move 
the assets to where they need to be to be demerged.

CRDs are very flexible in the way that they can be 
structured. As a consequence, they can be complex, requiring 
a strong understanding of the legal, accounting and tax 
positions to ensure the whole transaction is neither void 
under the Companies Act 2006 nor a taxable distribution 
to the shareholders. So much can potentially go wrong with 
implementation that in the authors’ opinion a standardised 
approach is dangerous – the facts of each case need to be 
considered carefully and a bespoke step plan prepared in 
order to minimise the overall tax liability. ‘Keeping it Simple’ 
arguably has more relevance for CRDs than it does for any 
other area of tax consultancy.

Steps: For example, a simple step plan for a singleton 
company (OldCo) looking to demerge two activities (activity 1 
and activity 2) may consist of the following steps:
1. Interpose a new holding company (NewCo) above OldCo 

by way of a share for share exchange with the shareholders, 
issuing a very large number of shares with nominal value at 
least equal to the value of the assets being demerged (here, 
OldCo owning activity 1).

2. Transfer the assets comprising activity 2 to NewCo by way 

of a distribution in specie. 
3. By way of a tripartite sale and purchase agreement:

a. NewCo carries out a capital reduction of nominal capital 
at least equal to the current value of OldCo (i.e. with 
activity 1);

b. in consideration, NewCo transfers its shares in OldCo to 
a new holding company (HoldCo); and

c. in consideration for that, HoldCo issues shares to the 
shareholders, who have allowed their shares in NewCo 
to be cancelled.

Following the transaction, the shareholders now own shares 
in HoldCo (owning OldCo, which itself owns activity 1) and 
NewCo (which owns activity 2).

When are they used? CRDs are generally used when a 
statutory demerger is unavailable, are a popular alternative to 
liquidation demergers, and are generally available in the same 
situations as liquidation demergers. CRDs are usually preferred 
to a liquidation demerger because they are generally cheaper; 
usually quicker to implement; and more flexible. The flexibility 
of CRDs means that the demerger can be adjusted so as to 
mitigate potential tax liabilities, particularly in minimising the 
potential risk of de-grouping charges. For example, switching 
activity 1 and activity 2 around can have a significant impact 
on the tax position. 

CRDs are quite often used to separate property from a 
company’s or group’s trade, perhaps in advance of a sale. They 
may also be used when shareholders seek to separate their 
interests from each other, perhaps due to disagreement or 
divorce, or simply a desire to take their interests in different 
directions.

As mentioned above, a PLC is unable to carry out a capital 
reduction without application to the courts, but a CRD may 
still be possible for an unquoted PLC, as interposing a limited 
company (not a PLC) in Step 1 above means that it is not a 
PLC carrying out the capital reduction.

Also, as mentioned above, independent directors may 
be unwilling to sign the solvency statement required for a 
capital reduction. This is because it is an offence to sign such 
a certificate when it is not reasonable to have concluded that 
the company would remain solvent for the next 12 months. 
Independent directors may be reticent to take on the personal 
risk of a potential offence if they receive no benefit from the 
transaction, regardless of how low those risks may be. 

Tax treatment
The tax treatment is similar to that for liquidation demergers, 
although with the greater flexibility for structuring a CRD, a 
great deal of thought is usually needed to compare the options 
available.  

The demerger itself constitutes a scheme of reconstruction 
for which corporation tax reliefs previously identified above 
should apply. The transfer of assets comprising Activity 2 to 
the new holding company should be a tax neutral disposal for 
capital gains and corporate intangible purposes, but care must 
be taken to prevent de-grouping charges arising on or after the 
demerger. 

For the shareholder, TCGA 1992 s 135 should apply first 
to the interposition of NewCo in Step 1 such that no CGT 
arises on the exchange and the NewCo shares stand in the 
shoes of OldCo. TCGA 1992 s 136 should then apply to the 
demerger itself in Step 3, such that again no CGT arises on 
the cancellation of NewCo shares, and the HoldCo shares will 
stand in the shoes of the NewCo shares, which themselves have 
stood in the shoes of the OldCo shares.

Stamp duty should not apply to the share for share 
exchange in step 1, providing the shares in NewCo exactly 
mirror those in OldCo, and there are no arrangements in place 
by which there will be a change of control in NewCo such 
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that the anti-avoidance provisions in FA 1986 s 77A apply. 
(Note that the draft Finance Bill 2020 includes proposals 
to make s 77A less restrictive if a person who has held at 
least 25% of the shares for three years gains control.) Stamp 
duty will be payable on the acquisition of OldCo shares 
by HoldCo during the demerger at Step 3 unless there 
has been no change in shareholders; i.e. shareholdings in 
HoldCo mirror those of NewCo.

Again, stamp taxes should not apply to the demerger 
itself providing the post-demerger shareholdings mirror 
the original shareholdings. However, stamp taxes may 
apply to the prior transfer of shares and property between 
companies if, as mentioned in s 110 demergers above, 
shareholdings are not mirrored post-demerger, unless 
those assets are transferred as distributions in specie.

For VAT purposes, the transactions should qualify as a 
transfer of a going concern.

Clearances and administration: The company can 
request statutory clearances under the following legislation:

zz ITA 2007 s 701: for the shareholders, to confirm HMRC 
would not issue a TIS counteraction notice.

zz TCGA 1992 s 139(5): for the company carrying out the 
capital reduction, to confirm nil gain/nil loss provisions 
in  
s 139 will not be denied for the transfer of capital gains 
assets.

zz CTA 2009 s 832: for the company carrying out the 
capital reduction, to confirm the tax neutral transfer 
provisions in s 818 will not be denied for assets within 
the corporate intangibles regime. (Note that to grant 
this clearance, HMRC requires additional details 
specifically in respect of the intangible assets 
transferred. As this is dealt with by a separate team, 
clearances are likely to take close to the maximum 30 
days.)

zz TCGA 1992 s 138: for the shareholders, to confirm that 
the anti-avoidance provisions in s 137 will not deny 
either s 135 (on the initial share exchange) or s 136 (on 
the demerger itself) from applying.

zz CTA 2010 s 748: for any corporate shareholders 
transferring shares as part of the transaction, to confirm 
HMRC would not issue a TIS counteraction notice.
HMRC may be reticent to grant clearance for a CRD 

where one of the demerged companies is to be sold, as the 
CRD might be seen as a means to enable the shareholder to 
make the disposal under CGT. However, HMRC does seem 
to be willing to consider such cases, particularly where it 
has been demonstrated that the buyer does not want all the 
assets and that a CRD has been chosen as the method for 
removing the unwanted assets.

Stamp duty relief needs to be claimed post-transaction 
by way of adjudication. SDLT relief is claimed on a land 
transaction return due 14 days after the effective date of the 
transfer.

Points to watch: As noted above, a lot can go wrong 
with the implementation of CRDs that could deny some 
of the tax reliefs on which they rely, or at worst make the 
entire transaction void in law. Below are a few points to 
watch out for.

In the authors’ view, issuing shares in NewCo at a 
premium (in step 1) overly complicates the CRD, can result 
in the subsequent demerger being void, and increases the 
risk that the shareholders are considered to have received a 
taxable distribution. 

zz Under the Companies Act 2006, such a premium must 
be credited to a merger reserve, which critically cannot 
be cancelled in a capital reduction. Therefore, without 
an additional step to convert the merger reserve to share 

capital, the capital reduction and hence the CRD may be 
void.

zz The Companies Act 2006 does allow a premium not to 
be recognised with the use of merger accounting. That 
should mean the capital reduction is valid, but proper 
instruction must be given to the company and its 
accountants to ensure the correct accounting policies 
are adopted. We note that merger accounting may not 
be available under all accounting standards. 

zz Furthermore, there is some uncertainty as to whether 
the CRD itself (in Step 3) may be a taxable distribution 
to the shareholders. As the question has not been tested 
in the courts, there remains a risk for shareholders – a 
risk that could be completely eliminated by simply not 
issuing shares at a premium.

zz Where one of the demerged companies is subsequently 
sold, the CRD process is likely to find itself under due 
diligence scrutiny. Where a premium has been used, the 
buyer will need to satisfy themselves that the CRD is 
valid in law and that the company they are buying 
actually owns the assets that they think it does. 
The shareholder is relying on CGT reliefs for the CRD 

to be tax neutral, and this requires the capital reduction to 
be a return of capital and not an income distribution.

zz As noted above, whether a capital reduction is 
considered capital or income is dependent on how it is 
accounted for in the books of the company. It is 
therefore advisable to provide the company and its 
accountants with instruction on how to treat the 
transaction. Too often we see no such instruction given.

zz It is also important that the tripartite sale and purchase 
agreement uses language that reflects a capital 
transaction with everyone giving and receiving 
consideration. For example, use of language (which we 
have seen drafted) such as ‘distribution in specie paid to 
HoldCo at the direction of the shareholder’ would be 
more indicative of a shareholder distribution.
In cases where the share capital includes a share 

premium, it is important that at least some shares are 
cancelled as part of the capital reduction for TCGA 1992 
s 136 to apply. If only the share premium account is 
cancelled (again, which we have seen), there is no disposal 
of shares for the new shares to ‘stand in the shoes of ’, so s 
136 will not apply.

The choice of which assets flow which way through the 
transaction is often decided on the tax neutrality of the 
asset transfers and the potential de-grouping provisions. 
Care needs to be taken, as the capital gains, corporate 
intangibles and SDLT de-grouping rules all differ from 
each other. We might occasionally suggest that a subsidiary 
be added to the structure as a ‘belt and braces’ measure to 
avoid the risk that a de-grouping event arises by reason of a 
group ceasing to exist.

To obtain stamp duty relief, it is necessary to write to 
HMRC Stamp Office and request adjudication of the stock 
transfer forms. For smaller transactions, it may be more 
cost-effective to pay the stamp duty than the professional 
fees necessary to claim the relief.

Conclusion
As always with tax transactions, the best course of action 
will depend on balancing the client’s intentions against 
what is financially viable for the business and practically 
possible for all parties. It also important to carefully 
document the business rationale for the transaction and 
ensure that all relevant steps are implemented correctly to 
ensure success. n
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